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Finding Love in Solitude: 
A Journey in 
Contemplation  

I.  Stepping Stones (A Haiku)

Practice solitude
Search for purity of heart,
Surrender to God.

II.  With Detail: The Path (A 
Bit of Blank Verse)
         I
When I am alone
With my thoughts
And perhaps some music,
A painting or photo,
I ponder the Way
To the joining of spirit and matter.
Some call it non duality,
Others “The Cosmic Christ.”
The intervals may be short,
Just a moment of time,
A fleeting sense of Oneness
With all that is Love,
With all who have lived,
With the joy of nature and its gifts
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           II
Solitude is not forever,
But rather it is now.
It is the presence of what is real.
It is a space of nothingness
Where we may find God
Or we may find nothing.
We may find our true self
Dragging our ego in the mud
With the threat that it will rise again
To cloud or crowd our way.
Causing us to seek
Solitude again,
To try again each day
Sometimes failing,
But never giving up

         III
Turn on the music,
Sit in the chair,
Breathe in and breathe out,
Find a focus,
Let the process consume us.
Feel the emotion,
Feel the anticipation,
Feel the climax,
In finding Love, 
For just a moment
Until another Day
When we awake and begin again.

           IV
This is who we are,
Living out our contribution
To the ongoing
Creation of the universe,
Ever expanding, ever growing
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With each of us
Playing our part in 
A co-production with God.
Until our reality in this material world
Leads us to a level of consciousness
Beyond what we know 
As mere souls in this world.
A time ahead for all of us
When we meld with the Divine.
A speck in the universality of Love

A Postscript

I listened to piano music as I wrote this. I am not sure 
how much attention I paid to melodies that streamed 
out of my HomePod, but at moments they helped the 
words to flow.  The above is a reflection on what I 
have learned in the Merton sessions with my group 
from the Spiritual Life Center.  It is my summary 
poetic piece of all that has come to me from the 
readings and listening to my colleagues. All of these 
ideas originated and belong to someone else, but the 
synthesis is mine.  I wrote the first 17 syllables and 
three lines several weeks ago. The second and longer 
poem,“With Detail: The Path” puts flesh, blood, and 
spirit onto the haiku and was written on March 9.
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